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Pressure-induced magnetic instability in Ce2Rh3Ge5
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A pressure-induced magnetic-nonmagnetic transition in an antiferromagnet Ce2Rh3Ge5 has been investigated
by the measurements of the resistivityr, magnetic susceptibilityx, and specific heat on a single crystal down
to 0.3 K. With increasing pressure, the Ne´el temperatureTN is suppressed and disappears atPc50.45 GPa. For
P.Pc , the deviation from the Fermi-liquid behavior is observed in bothr(T) and x(T): r(T)5r0

1ATn (n>1.45) andx(T)5x02DTm (m>0.27). Even forP.3Pc both n andm hardly change, i.e., no
recovery of the Fermi-liquid state. This fact is in contrast with the recovery in many of Ce-based antiferro-
magnets atP.2Pc . The magnetization hardly decreases with pressure up to 1.2 GPa, suggesting that the
cerium local moments still remain even far from the quantum critical point. Moreover, the Kondo temperature
TK increases weakly from 10 K atP50 to 13 K atP50.57 GPa. These findings indicate the important role of
short-range magnetic correlations in the revised Doniach phase diagram.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.144412 PACS number~s!: 75.40.Cx, 62.50.1p, 75.20.Hr, 71.27.1a
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ground state of cerium-based heavy-fermion co
pounds is characterized by the proximity to a magnetic
stability where the Kondo effect competes with t
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida~RKKY ! interaction. Ac-
cording to conventional Doniach phase diagram,1 the charac-
teristic temperaturesTRKKY andTK are, respectively, propor
tional toNcuJu2 and exp(21/Nc uJu), whereNc is the density
of states of conduction electrons at the Fermi level andJ is
the exchange coupling constant between the 4f and conduc-
tion electrons. When a magnetically ordered compound
pressurized,uJu increases by enhancement of the hybridiz
tion between 4f and conduction electrons, and thenTK in-
creases exponentially with pressure, resulting in a redu
magnetic moment and transition temperature. Howe
Coqblinet al. have proposed a revised Doniach diagram t
TK for the Kondo lattice increases withuJu more slowly than
the one-impurity Kondo temperature.2 At a critical pressure
or concentration, there exists a second-order ze
temperature phase transition@quantum critical point~QCP!#
that separates a magnetically ordered phase from one wit
long-range order.3

In recent years, pronounced deviations from conventio
Fermi-liquid behavior have been found in some Ce-ba
antiferromagnets near the QCP.4–6 Anomalous temperature
dependences of the specific heatC, magnetic susceptibility
x, and electrical resistivityr have been found:C/T}2 ln T,
x}(12T0.5), and r}Tn (1<n,2). Different scenarios
have been proposed in order to elucidate this anomalous
havior, so-called non-Fermi-liquid~NFL! behavior, at the
QCP. The self-consistent renormalization~SCR! theory of
spin fluctuations for itinerant antiferromagnetism7 and Hertz-
Millis spin-fluctuation theory8,9 have been applied to de
scribe the NFL behavior of CexLa12xRu2Si2 ~Ref. 10!,
CePd2Si2 ~Ref. 11!, and CeNi2Ge2 ~Ref. 12!. Both models
regard the quantum critical phenomena as a magnetic in
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bility of the Fermi surface due to low-lying spin fluctuation
More recently, a local moment model has been propose
interpret the results of neutron scattering and bulk magn
susceptibility measurements for CeCu62xAux .13 This ap-
proach regards the compound as a local moment sys
Most interestingly, heavy-fermion superconductivity appe
in the vicinity of the pressure-induced QCP in CeCu2Ge2
~Ref. 14!, CePd2Si2 ~Ref. 11!, CeRh2Si2 ~Ref. 15!, CeIn3
~Ref. 16!, and CeRhIn5 ~Ref. 17!.

In this paper, we report the pressure dependence of e
trical resistivity, magnetization, and specific heat of sing
crystalline Ce2Rh3Ge5, which orders antiferromagneticall
below TN55.5 K.18 This compound crystallizes in th
U2Co3Si5-type orthorhombic structure, which is an inte
growth of the CaBe2Ge2- and the BaNiSn3-type structures.19

From the specific-heat measurement for the polycrystal
sample, the Kondo temperature was estimated to be 6
which is close toTN .18 Therefore, we expected that theTN is
suppressed with low pressure, and thereby pressure-ind
superconductivity may appear. By the present experime
however, no evidence of superconductivity has been
served down to 0.3 K. Nevertheless, strong deviations fr
conventional Fermi-liquid behavior have been found
r(T), x(T), and C(T). The non-Fermi-liquid behavior in
Ce2Rh3Ge5 is compared with that for certain Ce-based co
pounds such as Ce7Ni3 and CeM2X2 ~M5transition metal,
X5Si, Ge!. We discuss the quantum critical phenomena
the present compound in terms of the spin-fluctuation the

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Single crystals of Ce2Rh3Ge5 were grown by the Czo-
chralski method in a tetra-arc furnace. We used starting
terials of Ce, Rh, and Ge with a purity of 99.99%~Ames
Laboratory!, 99.9%1, and 99.999%, respectively. The cry
tal of 4 mm in diameter and 20 mm in length was wrapped
Ta foil and annealed in an evacuated quartz tube at 900
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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for 3 weeks. The crystal orientation was determined by
backscattering Laue method.

The electrical resistivity under pressures up to 1.3 G
was measured by an ac four-terminal method in the ra
0.35<T<300 K. A superconducting quantum interferen
device magnetometer~Quantum Design! was used for sus
ceptibility measurements. The magnetization under press
up to 1.2 GPa was measured by an extraction method w
clamp-type piston-cylinder pressure cell at the Institute
Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo.20 The heat capacity
under pressures up to 0.6 GPa was measured using a
method.21

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we present the magnetic susceptibilityx(T) and
electrical resistivityr(T) of a Ce2Rh3Ge5 single crystal at
ambient pressure. Figure 1 showsx(T) and its inverse along
the three principal axes. Above 150 K, the data follow
Curie-Weiss law with paramagnetic Curie temperaturesQP
52126,2160, and226 K for Bia, Bib, andBic, respec-
tively. The large anisotropy inQP may indicate anisotropic
exchange interactions. The effective magnetic moments
Ce atom are, respectively, 2.81mB , 2.85mB , and 2.65mB ,
which are somewhat larger than the free Ce31 ion value
(2.54mB). The deviation of the data from the Curie-Wei
law below 150 K arises from a crystal-field~CF! effect, as
described below.

We have analyzed thex(T) data by using a CF model. In
this analysis, the orthorhombic point symmetry for the Ce31

ion was assumed instead of the monoclinic Cs point sym
try at the Ce site in the U2Co3Si5-type structure to keep th
number of the adjustable parameters in the CF Hamilton
to a minimum. Following this procedure, the CF Ham
tonian is written in the Stevens parametrization scheme:22

HCF5B2
0O2

01B2
2O2

21B4
0O4

01B4
2O4

21B4
4O4

4. ~1!

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptib
x(T) and its inverse along the three principal axes of Ce2Rh3Ge5.
The solid lines and the level scheme show the results calcul
with a crystal-field model. The inset showsx(T) below 15 K.
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We used the expressionx21(T)5xCF
21(T)2l, where l is

the molecular-field term arising from intersite magnetic
teractions. The solid lines in Fig. 1 represent the calcula
curves using the parameters obtained by a least-square
ting: B2

053.6 K, B2
259.5 K, B4

050.85 K, B4
251.3 K, B4

4

525.2 K, and l5219 mol/emu. These parameters yie
the CF-level scheme with two excited doublets atD1
5276 K andD25407 K. The CF ground state is obtained
0.422u65/2&20.132u61/2&10.897u73/2&, where the ortho-
rhombic c axis was chosen as the quantizationz direction
becausex(T) is largest along thec axis. The ground state o
Ce2Rh3Ge5 consists mainly ofu73/2&, which is in contrast
with some CeM2X2 systems such as CeRh2Si2 ~Ref. 23! and
CeCe2Ge2 ~Ref. 24! with the ground state composed main
of u65/2&.

The inset of Fig. 1 shows thex(T) data at low tempera-
tures. The maximum inxa(T) andxb(T) at 4.9 K is attrib-
uted to the antiferromagnetic order. It is noteworthy that
easy-axis susceptibilityxc(T) does not decrease belowTN ,
being at variance with a steep decrease for a conventi
antiferromagnet, such as an isostructural compou
Ce2Pd3Ge5.

25 This fact suggests a complex magnetic stru
ture for Ce2Rh3Ge5.

Figure 2 displaysr(T) of Ce2Rh3Ge5 along the three prin-
cipal axes in the temperature range 0.3–300 K at amb
pressure. With decreasing temperature,r(T) shows a broad
hump around 80 K, which can be ascribed to the interp
between the CF effect and Kondo effect. On further cooli
r(T) exhibits a minimum at around 30 K, passes throug
maximum at around 8 K and then suddenly drops belo
TN54.9 K. The rather large residual resistivity of 20–3
mV cm might be attributed to a crystallographic disorder b
partial mixing of Rh and Ge atoms over their available latt
sites, as was found in URh2Ge2.

26

We have measuredr(T) along the a and c axes of
Ce2Rh3Ge5 under various pressures. No significant diffe
ence was observed between the current directions along ta
and c axes. Ther(T) along thec axis up to 1.27 GPa is
shown in Fig. 3. With increasing pressure, the anomaly d
to an antiferromagnetic order, as denoted by the arrow, sh
to lower temperatures and vanishes above 0.42 GPa. FP

ty

ed

FIG. 2. Electrical resistivity of Ce2Rh3Ge5 along the three
principal axes.
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PRESSURE-INDUCED MAGNETIC INSTABILITY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 144412
>0.58 GPa, no anomaly was observed down to 0.35 K.
critical pressurePc is estimated to bePc50.45 GPa, as is
shown in the inset.

We assume thatr(T) belowTN is described with the fol-
lowing form, which was used in the same context for t
antiferromagnets Ce2Ni3Ge5 ~Ref. 27! and U2Rh3Si5 ~Ref.
28!:

r~T!5r01AT21bT~112T/d!exp~2d/T!. ~2!

The first termr0 is the residual resistivity, the second ter
AT2 is the Fermi-liquid contribution, and the last term is t
contribution of antiferromagnetic spin waves with a magn
scattering weightb and a gap ofd. The fit to the data is
shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 3. The parameterA is 0.48
mV cm/K2 at P50. The low-temperature specific-heat line
coefficient g is obtained to be 220 mJ/mol K2, as will be
described later. Then, so-called Kadowaki-Woods ratioA/g2

is 0.9931025 mV cm K2 ~mol/mJ!2, which is just the ca-
nonical value 1.031025 mV cm K2 ~mol/mJ!2.29 The strong
suppression of bothd andb with pressures is evident in th
inset of Fig. 3. The vanishing of bothd and b at Pc is in
contrast to the case of CePd2Si2,

11 whered is constant withP
up to Pc . Our findings suggest that the change of the sp
wave spectrum plays an important role as the driving mec
nism to the QCP. To confirm the pressure dependenced
andb, a neutron-scattering study is highly desirable.

Non-Fermi-liquid behavior inr(T) of Ce2Rh3Ge5 is ob-
served in a wide pressure range abovePc as shown in Fig. 4.
The resistivity follows a formr(T)5r01ATn (n51.45) far
below Tr wherer(T) exhibits a maximum or shoulder. Th
value ofn is close to the exponentn51.5, which is obtained
by the spin-fluctuation theory for a three-dimensional antif
romagnet just above the QCP.7 It has been proposed that th
temperature regime where the resistivity varies asTn with an

FIG. 3. Low-temperature resistivity of Ce2Rh3Ge5 along thec
axis for several pressures. The dashed lines are the fits by Eq~2!
given in the text. The inset shows the pressure dependence o
antiferromagnetic ordering temperatureTN , the spin-wave scatter
ing weightb, and the spin-wave energy gapd ~see text!.
14441
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anomalous exponent, 1<n<1.5, depends on the amount o
disorder.30 Indeed,n is close to 1.5 for a dirty sample o
CePd2Si2 with rather low residual resistivity ratio (RRR
>5).12 For Ce2Rh3Ge5, therefore, the value ofn51.45 may
be related to the low RRR>6. With increasing pressure,Tr

moves to higher temperatures, and the range ofT1.45 depen-
dence becomes wider as shown in the inset of Fig. 4. H
ever, it is noteworthy thatn hardly changes even forP
51.27 GPa.3Pc , as is reported for CeNiGa2.

31 This fact is
in contrast with the recovery of the Fermi-liquid state atP
.2Pc for many Ce-based antiferromagnets such
Ce7Ni3.

32

The magnetic susceptibilityx(T) for Bic of Ce2Rh3Ge5
under pressures is shown in Fig. 5. We note that the pres
dependence ofx(T) above 50 K is much less than that o
Ce7Ni3 ~Ref. 32! and CeRh2Si2 ~Ref. 33!. Furthermore, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 5, the magnetization at 9 T forP
51.2 GPa>3Pc is still 60% of that atP50, while the mag-
netization of Ce7Ni3 at P53Pc is only 10% of that atP

the

FIG. 4. Resistivity of Ce2Rh3Ge5 along thec axis as a function
of T1.45 under various pressures above 0.58 GPa. HereTr is the
temperature where the resistivity exhibits a maximum or shoul
The inset shows the temperature dependence ofd ln Dr/d ln T,
whereDr5r2r0 , at 0.58 and 1.27 GPa.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility
Ce2Rh3Ge5 for Bic under various pressures. The inset shows
isothermal magnetization curves at 0.7 K under pressure.
2-3
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50.32 These facts suggest that the local moments remai
high pressures far abovePc in Ce2Rh3Ge5, and its spin fluc-
tuations play an important role in the non-Fermi-liquid b
havior.

Figure 6 shows the pressure variations ofx(T) for Bic
andBib. For both directions, the anomaly inx(T) at 5 K for
P50 shifts to >2.5 K for P50.2 GPa. ForP.Pc , how-
ever,x(T) shows an upturn at low temperatures. A simi
upturn in CeNi2Ge2 at ambient pressure34 was phenomeno
logically explained by a model assuming a density of sta
with a peak in the vicinity of the Fermi energy.35 To analyze
the data ofx(Bic) for Ce2Rh3Ge5, we assumed the form
x(T)5x02DTm ~D is constant!, as was predicted by SCR
theory of spin fluctuations.36 The exponentm for 0.45 GPa
and 1.2 GPa is, respectively, 0.27 and 0.28, which are c
to the theoretical one,m50.25. The solid lines in the figure
are the fitting result. The pressure independence ofm even
for P51.2 GPa>3Pc corresponds to the constant expone
n51.45 in resistivity forP51.27 GPa. ForBic,x(T) at P
50.45 GPa.Pc has a shallow maximum atTx>7 K. This
behavior might be attributed to short-range magne
correlations,37 as observed in CeRu2Si2.

38 The maximum
shifts to higher temperature and reaches 10 K with increa
pressure up to 1.2 GPa.

The temperature dependence of the specific heat div
by temperature,C/T, under pressures is displayed in Fig.
The peak due to the antiferromagnetic order shifts to low
temperatures and becomes broader with increasing pres
The pressure dependence ofTN determined fromr(T),

FIG. 6. Temperature variations of magnetic susceptibility
Ce2Rh3Ge5 for Bib andBic below 15 K under pressure. The sol
lines represent the fit withx(T)5x02DTm.
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C(T), andx(T) is plotted in the inset of Fig. 7. We took th
temperature of the maximum indr/dT and C/T as TN .
Other points for TN were taken from the maximum in
x(Bib) and the sudden change inx(Bic). Assuming the
form TN}uP2Pcu«, the parametersPc and« were estimated
to be 0.45~3! GPa and 0.54~8!, respectively. The solid line in
the inset is the fitting curve. The exponent« is somewhat
smaller than 2/3, which was predicted for a thre
dimensional antiferromagnet by Millis.9

Upon application of pressure, the value ofC/T increases
significantly at low temperatures. This increase is attribu
to the enhancement of low-lying spin fluctuations near
magnetic instability as found in CeRh2Si2.

39 The C/T value
in the vicinity of Pc tends to be constant asT approaches 0
K. This behavior is consistent with the prediction of the SC
theory for a three-dimensional antiferromagnet. In more
tail, however, the data ofC/T do not follow the predicted
T1/2 dependence. Instead, atP50.44 GPa>Pc , a broad
maximum appears at around 3 K, which shifts to higher te
perature forP50.57 GPa. The maximum might be due
the development of a short-range magnetic correlation
mentioned above.38 Therefore, theT1/2 dependence ofC/T
may be hidden by the contribution of the short-range m
netic correlation.

We now discuss the pressure dependence of the chara
istic energy, i.e., the spin-fluctuation temperature or
Kondo temperatureTK . The magnetic entropySmag was cal-
culated by subtracting the phonon contribution that was
timated from the specific heat of La2Rh3Ge5.

18 The phonon
part of the entropy is less than 1% of the total entropy at 5
For P50, Smag at TN54.9 K reaches 0.48R ln 2. This sig-
nificant reduction ofSmagwas ascribed to the Kondo effect.18

If any short-range order is absent, the deficiency of
Smag(TN) is due to the fact that the twofold magnetic dege
eracy is partially exhausted aboveTN by the presence o

f

FIG. 7. Specific heat divided by temperatureC/T as a function
of T for Ce2Rh3Ge5 under various pressures. The inset shows
pressure dependence of magnetic transition temperatureTN .
2-4
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Kondo effect. This leads to the relationSmag(TN)
5SK(TN /TK), whereSK(TN /TK) is Kondo entropy atTN ,40

provided thatD1@kBTN and D1@kBTK , where D1 is the
energy from the ground state to the first excited state. Us
D15276 K for Ce2Rh3Ge5, we obtainTK to be 10 K. This
value is somewhat larger than the previous estimationTK
56 K in Ref. 18, because the short-range order was igno
For 0,P,Pc , it is difficult to estimateTK by this method,
because the anomaly inC(T) at TN becomes broader. Th
entropy at 4.9 K forP50.57 GPa decreases to only 80%
that at P50. This fact implies the significantly weak in
crease ofTK . If we apply the relationg5pR/3TK predicted
by the spin-1/2 single-impurity Kondo mode,41 TK at P
50.57 GPa is estimated to be 13 K fromg
50.68 J/K2 molCe. This value ofTK just above QCP is
much smaller thanTK at P>Pc for CeRh2Si2(54 K) ~Ref.
42!, CeRu2Ge2(24 K) ~Ref. 43!, and CePd2Si2(;100 K)
~Ref. 12!. Although the increase ofTK is thought to be the
driving force to QCP in these compounds, it is not the c
for Ce2Rh3Ge5.

Next, we proceed to analyze the pressure dependenc
the characteristic temperature in the paramagnetic region
P.Pc . When the temperature is scaled withTr and Tx ,
both sets of dataDr(T)5r(T)2r0 and x(T) at different
pressures, respectively, can be mapped onto a single cur
shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. This simple scaling behavio
suggests that the energy of the spin fluctuations related to
non-Fermi-liquid behavior of Ce2Rh3Ge5 is given by a uni-
versal function of a characteristic temperature. Indeed
many paramagnetic Ce compounds,Tr and Tx empirically
correspond to the Kondo temperature or the spin fluctua

FIG. 8. Normalized resistivity~a! and susceptibility~b! as a
function of the normalized temperature. The inset shows the p
sure dependence of characteristic temperaturesTx andTr .
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temperature. Therefore, the pressure dependence ofTr and
Tx allows the determination of the Gru¨neisen parameterG.44

Both Tr andTx increase with pressure in a similar fashion
shown in the inset of Fig. 8. This dependence gives a va
of G>60 by assuming a bulk modulusB>100 GPa, which is
the typical value for CeM2X2 such as CeRu2Si2 (B
5122 GPa)~Ref. 45! and CeNi2Ge2 (B587 GPa)~Ref. 46!.
We note that the value ofG for Ce2Rh3Ge5 is smaller than
that for CeRu2Si2 (G5185) ~Ref. 45!, CeNi2Ge2 (G590)
~Ref. 46!, and Ce7Ni3 (G5100) ~Ref. 47!. This smallG may
be responsible for the no recovery of the Fermi-liquid st
in the present system.

The weak increase ofTK with pressure below and abov
Pc contradicts the exponential increase derived from the c
ventional Doniach model. Recently, Coqblinet al. have pro-
posed a revised model whereTK of the Kondo lattice above
Pc becomes smaller than that for the single-impurity mo
because of short-range magnetic correlations.2 This model
explained the pressure independence ofTK for CeRh2Si2
~Ref. 42! derived from specific-heat and resistivity measu
ments. In the case of CeRu2Si2 and CeCu6 at ambient pres-
sure, short-range magnetic correlations manifest themse
in the broad maximum ofx(T) and C(T), as observed in
Ce2Rh3Ge5 at P.Pc . Therefore, the weak increase ofTK
with pressure for this compound is attributed to the magn
correlations. In order to gain insight into the magnetic cor
lations, a neutron-scattering study is highly desirable.

IV. CONCLUSION

The magnetic susceptibilityx(T), resistivity r(T), and
specific heatC(T) for single crystals of an antiferromagne
Ce2Rh3Ge5 with TN54.9 K were measured in the temper
ture range 0.3 K,T,300 K and pressure range 0<P
,1.3 GPa. ForP50, the crystal-field and Kondo effect
manifest inx(T) and r(T). From the analysis ofx(T) by
the CF model, we obtained the CF-level scheme with t
exited doublets atD15276 K andD25407 K.

With increasing pressure, the anomaly inr(T), x(T), and
C(T) due to the antiferromagnetic order disappears atPc
50.45 GPa. ForP.Pc , non-Fermi-liquid behavior is ob-
served in both r(T) and x(T): r(T)5r01ATn (n
>1.45) andx(T)5x02DTm (m>0.27). Bothn andm are
close to the theoretical exponentsn51.5 andm50.25 de-
rived from the self-consistent renormalization theory of sp
fluctuations in the vicinity of QCP.7,36 Even for P.3Pc ,
both n and m hardly change; therefore, Fermi-liquid sta
does not recover. This fact is in contrast with the recovery
the Fermi-liquid behavior forP.2Pc in many Ce com-
pounds such as Ce7Ni3. Furthermore, little decrease of th
magnetization with pressure suggests that local moments
remain even far from the QCP. The analysis of the spec
heat indicated the Kondo temperatureTK to be 13 K atP
50.57 GPa just abovePc . This value ofTK is much lower
than that for the CeM2X2 systems at theirPc’s. We conclude
that the weak increase ofTK in Ce2Rh3Ge5 results from
short-range magnetic correlations as was proposed by
revised Doniach phase diagram.2
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